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This isn’t a book about positive thinking, silver linings, or often being happy. .big content” In her debut
reserve Happier Today, nationally recognized happiness professional Nataly Kogan teaches visitors how to
stop looking for some elusive “ later on and start finding more pleasure in everyday moments.m happy now
because . Readers will learn how to experience more pleasure and meaning, enhance their “ and embrace
tough occasions with compassion and stability.emotional disease fighting capability,” It’s time to fully stop
saying, “We’I’ . This is a publication about living completely in memories and poor, and enjoying life even
more due to it.” and begin saying, “ll be happy when . Drawing from research, Eastern traditions, her
encounter as a refugee, and her personal failing search to get lasting happiness through career success,
Nataly shares simple practices to help readers live happier and have greater resilience when times get tough.
. .”
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Exceptional, deeply authentic, practical, available, life changing. Gritty, introspective, difficult, and
thoughtful Spoiler alert: this book will change the way you consider happiness forever. If you ask me,
Nataly is one of the ranks of various other luminaries in this field like Marty Seligman, Barbara Fredrickson,
Sonja Lyubomirsky, Robert Emmons, Brene Brown and others.This book is an exceptional autobiography of
a amazing person changing the lives of thousands of people through helping visitors to find happiness in
today's moment, in their current circumstances (bad and the good).Nataly brings what to the field that
additional leaders haven’t achieved in the same way in my opinion. Many thanks!- While most of the ideas
covered are primary to the findings of positive psychology, she brings alive the theory of embracing and
completely experiencing the negative in existence to movement through those encounters and be changed
for the better. Many thanks Sincerely George Gooch Though today I think I will not read them any longer,
because I've found an excellent lady (Nataly) that's EXACTLY my cup of tea when it comes to all the items
related to the subject she is so passionate about. Happier Right now by Nataly Kogan is a practical, down-to-
earth reserve on how to be happier in your daily life.- An exceptionally charismatic person that offers been
blessed with a existence mission. While the additional authors and researchers likewise have a life objective
to greatly help others, Nataly brings an enthusiasm such as a phoenix increasing from the ashes of
challenges that is unique and will make these life changing principles accessible to even more people.-
Through the amazing Happier community, Nataly illustrates the principles with meaningful and moving true
to life good examples from people just like the rest of us ready to be vulnerable and talk about their
encounters for the advantage of others.While I possibly could highlight so many more things and reiterate
many of the great principles from the book, I'll keep this short and express just one thing:Nataly is fulfilling
section of her objective in existence in a way that will impact thousands for good and we are among those
beneficiaries.Many thanks, Thank you, Thank you Fabulous, well crafted, important! As I pre-purchased this
reserve, I was offered an progress digital copy. I read it in a few days and loved it. non-e of the concepts was
particularly new to me, as I am a therapist and also have been a student of the neuroscientific principles
herein for some time, but I love the way that the publication is organized and I really like Nataly's personal
stories. The concepts presented are solid and WILL change your attitude, if you apply them. I am
recommending this reserve to numerous of my clients! We wanted to write something like FORGET
GRETCHEN RUBIN I am not able to properly review this publication without going into specific details
about my life and why MANY things described here touched me so much.. Nataly honestly shares her story
along with study based data that works with the importance of practicing happier skills. Nataly’s knowledge
and explanations and good examples reinforce this principle that the ratios aren't 3:0 or 5:0. My tale is in no
way much like hers (the one thing we might have in common is the reality that she was born in Russia and
I've a russian name, haha), but still I came across so many relatable moments in her story, therefore many
things that made me nod, so much items that produced me tear up (especially finished . about sense
unprotected by parents in certains situations, despite the fact that for me it was a different cause). I wasn't in
an especially great place when I came across this book (via an incredible friend), and I *believe* majority of
the items described here I currently knew, but couldn't really grasp. It had been like easily knew all the
ingredients I needed for a delicious meal that should be my entire life, but I didn't have got a recipe,
therefore i just tried by learning from your errors to repair it. This book ended up being the recipe I required,
and now I know exactly how much of each ingredient to use, in what purchase to add them, I discovered that
a number of them are optional, and without others the meal would just be super bland. I desire I could match
Nataly in true to life, give her a huge hug and personally thank her because of this book. Nataly, should
anyone ever read this, consider me another person you helped SO MUCH by carrying out what you do!!.- A
dynamic community of an incredible number of people- A deeply personal, vulnerable, genuine detailing of
her trip that makes the concepts more real and accessible. Having been students and advocate of positive
psychology for pretty much 18 years, that is another triumph in the movement. Kogan’s wisdom and



authenticity pours off the web page. It’s well-researched and scientifically supported, but moreover it’s real.
Gritty, introspective, complicated, and thoughtful. I am buying a copy of the book for all of my close friends
who feel like they have been on a marathon sprint towards success and feel like they are missing something
big. You are truly an incredible Human! Nataly offers helped tremendously and I’m rereading her
publication again!). Love this book and love Nataly’s message. This is it. I just finished Happier Today and
I totally loved it I simply finished Happier Today and I unquestionably loved it! I wanted to write something
similar to FORGET GRETCHEN RUBIN, Right here Shows up NATALY KOGAN, but to be honest I've
by no means read any book by Gretchen Rubin, even though I have I really believe all of them in my Kindle
(which shows how lousy of a procrastinator I am).. My copy of Happier Now will certainly stay nearby
therefore i can access it easily - so many wonderful reminders about acceptance, gratitude, kindness,
purpose, and self-compassion. I purchased the audio to hear in the automobile as I hardly ever have time to
sit back and go through and it’s a great way to keep me centered on the positive when sitting down in traffic
and driving to and function. Nataly Kogan’s book is well written, clear and gives authentic insight into true
to life possibilities for turning from stress and life dissatisfaction to a hopefilled, joyfilled and much more
contented lifestyle. These simple, research tested strategies, could be conveniently applied to create a better
personal long term. I would suggest this reserve to just about everybody. Very practical - I'll read it over and
over in the future. Authentic, courageous and inspiring in addition so much more I’ve followed the Happier,
Positive Psychology, resilence and wholehearted life skills area for several years. Go-to for mood uplift and
perspective shift. Best of the greatest This book was a Best of the greatest for the month of August 2018, as
selected by Stevo's Book Reviews on the web. Five Stars Good browse! Quick ship, I recommend this book.
After all, content is our choice. An extraordinary book to loan out and revisit often I've followed Nataly
Kogan for quite some time now, first as a member of her Happier community. I've taken programs from the
Happier internet site and stick to her newsletter as well. I just finished the book and must state I really
enjoyed it and feel just like I've acquired a fresh group of tools to make use of and test out in my daily life.
Nataly's story is indeed interesting, after reviewing her past and her personal vulnerabilities and struggles,
the publication then explores 5 core practices: acceptance, gratitude, intentional kindness, the bigger why,
and self-care. Read this book today! I had hardly ever really considered or described my "daily anchors,"
and now feel motivated to explore this idea. As an operating mom of two small children, I recognize the
importance of making these practices a priority. This book will serve you well , whether you are completely
new upon this journey, or have already been on this exploration for quite a while. You will likely think it is
beneficial to journal alongside your improvement through this book.... I used to think continuously “I will be
happier when this or that or whatever." The skill can be learned and strengthened. it can always be Good!
It’s narrated with genuine emotion. We can’t fully benefit from the positive without the negative. A highly
sought-after presenter, Kogan founded a organization called Happier dedicated to teaching people how
exactly to be happier. This book is very inspirational I purchased the book and the Audible version as go
through by Nataly. Kogan writes flowingly, very easily seguing from subject to topic, making this book
extremely readable. It is also packed with practical, relatable information (my book is filled up with notes,
highlights and bookmarks for furture reference). Her willingness to share her personal struggles on her
behalf journey to finding happiness add authenticity to the book, and is much valued by this reader. Kogan's
primary tenet is that "joy is a skill to be practiced rather than just felt.” and do you know what I must say i
wasn’t that notably happier. All too often, we say "I'll be content when.! The reserve gives practical abilities
and ideas that provides readers opportunities to select what works greatest for them." instead of noticing the
many moments to be happy NOW. Kogan details 5 core practices to achieve joy: acceptance, gratitude,
intentional kindness, knowing your bigger "why", and self-care (something the majority of us are awful at!!
In this great book Thank you, Nataly, meant for exposing your most personal pain and showing the world
that although life isn't always the way we think it must be, it can always be Good! Awesome. In this



fantastic book, you provide us the tools to understand a different, and hopefully, better way to manage our
moods, our stresses, our heartaches, and our disappointments, and turn out the other part with a positive
attitude, and even feel Happy! I like the prompts at the end of each section that provide suggestions of
action. Bought multiple copies for myself, family, and friends and I inform all my coworkers and clients
about it. She's also led a variety of corporate seminars/schooling sessions all over the world. Her story on
why is you content and fullfilled touched my soul. I have pursued and studied why is me happy for over 60
years. Audio Version is narrated Just Great! Like Barbara Fredrickson’s landmark observations of 3:1 and
5:1 ratios of positive to detrimental inside our lives to reach a spot of flourishing in life and relationships.
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